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Summary 

The determinants of economic growth and investment are ana- 
lysed in a panel of about 100 countries observed from 1960 to 1995. 
The data reveal a pattern of conditional con\-ergence in the sense that 
the growth rate of per capita GDP is inversely related to the starting 
level of per capita GDP, holding fixed measures of government poli- 
cies and institutions and the character of the national population. 

For given values of these variables, growth is positively related to 
the starting level of average years of adult-male school attainment at 
secondary and higher levels. Growth is insignificantly related to years 
of female school attainment at these levels or to years of primary at- 
tainment by either sex. The strong secondary and higher-schooling 
effect suggests a paramount role for the diffusion of technolog).. The 
weak female-schooling effect suggests that women's human capital is 
not well exploited in the labour markets of many countries. 

Data on students' scores on internationally comparable examina- 
tions are used to measure schooling quality. Scores on science tests 
have a particularly strong positive relation with economic growth. If 
science scores are held fixed, then results on reading examinations are 
insignificantly related to growth. (The results on mathematics scores 
could not be reliably disentangled from those of science scores.) 
Given education quality, as represented by the test scores, schooling 
quantity-measured by average years of attainment of adult males at 
the secondary and higher levels-is still positively and significantly 
related to subsequent growth. Results on test scores also hold if the 
estimation is by instrumental variables, where the instrument list in- 
cludes variables that have significant explanatory power for test 
scores-prior values of total years of schooling in the adult popula- 
tion (a proxy for parents' education), pupil-teacher ratios, and school 
dropout rates. 

'' Robe6 C. W ~ g o n e r  P:-~es.ror of Economics, Depar;tment of Economzcs, Haward Cniz~ersig. 
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%hen economists talked in the 1960s and 1970s about the gox:ern- 
ment's macroeconomic policies, they mostly had in mind fiscal and 
monetary policies. These interventions figured prominently in short- 
term business fluctuations, the topic that occupied most of the at- 
tention of macroeconomists at the time. This emphasis reflected 
partly the primacy of Iceynesian economics, which was born during 
the Great Depression and, therefore, naturally focused on aggregate- 
demand management in a short-term context. Rut even non- 
Keynesian monetarists were absorbed through the 1970s by ques- 
tions about how to smooth out the business cycle. To the extent that 
there was a longer-term focus to macroeconomic policy, it revolved 
around the saving rate and on how hscal policy and other factors in- 
fluenced this rate. 

Since the late 1980s, much of the attention of macroeconomists 
has shifted to longer-term issues, specifically to the effects of go\-- 
ernment policies on the long-term economic growth rate. This shift 
reflects partly the recognition that the difference between prosperity 
and poverty for a country depends on how fast it grows over the 
long term. Although fiscal and monetary policies matter in this con- 
text, other aspects of policj7-broadly interpreted to encompass all 
aspects of government activity that matter for economic perform- 
ance-are even more important. One of these aspects concerns the 
character of a nation's basic political, legal, and economic institutions. 
These institutions typically remain stable from year to year and thus 
h a ~ e  little to do with the latest recession or boom. But the long- 
lasting differences in these institutions across countries have proven 
empirically to be among the most important determinants of differ- 
ences in economic growth rates and investment. 

Human-capital accumulation is an important part of the develop- 
ment process, and this accumulation is influenced in major ways by 
public programs for schooling and health. Also important are gov- 
ernment policies that promote or discourage free markets, including 
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regulations of labour and capital markets and interventions that affect 
the degree of international openness. Finally, government policy in- 
cludes the amount and nature of public investment, especially in areas 
related to transportation and communication. 

The recognition that the determinants of long-term economic 
growth is the central macroeconomic problem was fortunately ac- 
companied in the late 1980s by important advances in economic- 
growth theory. This period featured the development of endoge- 
nous-growth models, in which the long-term growth rate was deter- 
mined within the model. A key feature of these models is a theory of 
technologcal progress, viewed as a process whereby purposeful re- 
search and application leads over time to new and better products 
and methods of production and to the adoption of superior tech- 
nologies that were developed in other countries or sectors. One of 
the major contributions in this area is Romer (1990). 

Shortly thereafter, in the early 1990s, there was a good deal of 
empirical estimation of growth models using cross-country and cross- 
regional data. This empirical work was, in some sense, inspired by the 
excitement of the endogenous-growth theories. But the framework 
for the applied work owed more to the older, neo-classical model, 
which was developed in the 1950s and 1960s.' The framework used 
in recent empirical studies combines basic features of the neo- 
classical model-especially the convergence force whereby poor 
economies tend to catch up to rich ones-with extensions that em- 
phasise the role of government policies and institutions. For an over- 
view of this framework and the recent empirical work on growth, see 
Barro (1 997). 

The recent endogenous-growth models are useful for under- 
standing why advanced economies-and the w-orld as a whole-can 
continue to grow in the long run despite the workings of diminishing 
returns in the accumulation of physical and human capital. In con- 
trast, the extended neo-classical framework does well as a vehicle for 
understanding relative growth rates across countries, for example, for 
assessing why South Korea grew much 'Aster than the US or Zaire 
during the last 30 years. So overall, the new and old theories are more 
complementary than they are competing. 

1 See Solow, 1956; Cass, 1965; ICoopmans, 1965; the earlier model of Ramsej-, 
1928; and the exposition in Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 1995. 
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1. Framework for the empirical analysis of growth 

The empirical framework derived from the extended neo-classical 
growth model can be summarlsed by a simple equation: 

where Dy is the growth rate of per capita output, y is the current per 
capita output level, and y* is the long-run or target per capita output 
level. In the neo-classical model, the diminishing returns to the ac- 
cumulation of capital imply that an economy's growth rate, Dy, is 
inversely related to its development lex-el, as represented by y.2 In the 
present framework, this property applies in a conditional sense, for a 
gven value of y*. 

For a given value of y, the growth rate, Dy, rises with y". The 
value y* depends, in turn, on government policies and institutions 
and on the character of the national population. For example, better 
enforcement of property rights and fewer market distortions tend to 
raise y* and, hence, increase Dy for given y. Similarly, if people are 
willing to work and save more and ha\-e fewer children, then y" in- 
creases, and Dy rises accordingly for given y. 

In this model, a permanent improvement in some gox-ernment 
policy initially raises the growth rate, Dy, and then raises the per cap- 
ita output level, y, gradually over time. As output rises, the workings 
of diminishing returns eventually restore the growth rate, Dy, to a 
value consistent with the long-run rate of technologcal progress 
(which is determined outside of the model in the standard neo- 
classical framework). Hence, in the ~ e r y  long run, the impact of im- 
proved policy is on the per capita output level, not its growth rate. 
Rut because the transitions to the long run tend empirically to be 
lengthy, the growth effects from shifts in government policies persist 
for a long time. 

The starting level of per capita output, y, can be viewed more generally as refer- 
ring to the starting levels of physical and human capital and other durable inputs to 
the production process. In some theories, tlie groa-th rate, DJ-, falls with a higher 
starting level of overall capital per person but rises with the initial ratio of human 
to physical capital. 
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2. Empirical findings on growth and investment 
across countries 

2.1. Empirical framework 

The findings on economic growth sun~eyed in Barro (1997) provide 
estimates for the effects of several government policies. That study 
applied to roughly 100 countries observed from 1960 to 1990. This 
sample has now been updated to 1995 and has been modified in 
other respects, as detailed in the following paragraphs. 

This framework includes countries at vastly different economic- 
development levels, and places are excluded only because of missing 
data. The attractive feature of this broad sample is that it encom- 
passes great variation in the government policies that are to be evalu- 
ated. In fact, my view is that it is impossible to use the experience of 
one or a few countries to get an accurate empirical assessment of the 
long-term growth implications from policies, such as legal instim- 
tions, size of government, monetary and fiscal policies, and so on. 

One drawback of this kind of diverse sample is that it creates dif- 
ficulties in measuring variables in a consistent and accurate way across 
countries and over time. In particular, less developed countries tend 
to hax~e a lot of measurement error in national-accounts and other 
data. The hope, of course, is that the strong signal from the diversity 
of the experience dominates the noise. 

The other empirical issue, which is probably more important than 
measurement error, is the sorting out of directions of causation. The 
objective is to isolate the effects of alternative government policies 
on long-term growth. But, in practice, much of the government's 
behaviour-including its monetary and fiscal policies and its political 
stability-is a reaction to economic events. In most cases discussed 
in the following, the labelling of directions of causation depends on 
timing evidence, whereby earlier values of government policies are 
thought to influence subsequent economic performance. But this 
approach to determining causation is not always valid. 

The empirical work considers average growth rates and average 
ratios of investment to GDP over three decades, 1965-75, 1975-85, 
and 1985-95. In one respect, this long-term context is forced by the 
data, because many of the determining variables considered, such as 
school attainment and fertility, are measured at best over five-year 
intends. Data on internationally comparable test scores are available 
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el en for fewer years. The low-frequency context accords, in any 
el-ent, with the underlying growth theories, which do not attempt to 
explain short-run business fluctuations. In these tl?eories, the exact 
timing of response-for example, of the rate of economic growth to 
a change in a public tnstitution-is not as clearlj spectfied as the 
long-run response. So the application of the theories to annual or 
other high-frequency observations would compound the measure- 
ment error In the data by emphasising errors related to the tlmtng of 
relationships. 

2.2. Empirical findings 

Table 1 shows panel regression estimates for the determination of 
the growth rate of real per capita GDP and the ratio of real invest- 
ment to real G D P . ~  The effects of the starting level of real per capita 
GDP show up in the estimated coefficients on the level and square 
of log(GDP). The other regressors include an array of policy vari- 
ables-the ratio of government consumption to GDP, a subjective 
index of the maintenance of the rule of law, a subjective index for 
democracy (electoral rights), and the inflation rate. Also included is a 
measure of school attainment at the start of each period, the total 
fertility rate, the ratio of investment to GDP, and the growth rate of 
the terms of trade (export prices relative to import prices). 

1. The per cqbita GDP le~)eel, As is now well known, the simple rela- 
tion between growth rates and initial per capita GDP levels is T-irtu- 
ally nil, as shown in Figure 1. But when the policy and other inde- 
pendent variables shown in Table 1 are held constant, a strong rela- 
tion exists between growth rate and level. The estimated coefficient is 
significantly positive for log(GDP) and significantly negative for the 
square of log(GDP). 

3 The GDP figures 111 1985 pnces are the purchasmg-poaer-panq adjusted cham- 
weighted values from Summers and Heston, version 5 6 These data are a\ ailable 
on the Internet from the hational Bureau of Econoinlc Research See Summers 
and Heston (1991) for a general description of their data Real iilvestinent (pnvate 
plus public) is from the sane source 
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Table 1. Panel regressions for growth rate 
and investment ratio. 

Independent variable Estimated coefficient Estimated coefficient 

Log(per cap~ta GDP) squared 

ATotes: Dependent variables: The dependent variable in the first panel is the growth 
rate of real per capita GDP. The growth rate is the average for each of the three 
periods 1965-75, 1975-85, and 1985-95. The dependent variable in the second 
panel is the ratio of real investment (private plus public) to real GDP. The measure 
is the average of the annual observations on the ratio for the periods 1965-74, 
1975-84, and 1985-89. Independent variables: Individual constants (not shown) are 
included in each panel for each period. The log of real per capita GDP and the 
average years of male secondary and higher schooling are measured at the start of 
each period. The government consumption ratios (exclusive of spending on edu- 
cation and defence) and investment (private plus public) to GDP, the dernocracj~ 
index, the inflation rate, the total fertility rate, and the growth rate of the terms of 
trade (export over import prices) are period averages. The rule-of-law index is the 
earliest value available (for 1982 or 1985) in the first two equations and the period 
average for the third equation. 

Estimation is by three-stage least squares. Instruments are the actual values of 
the schooling and terms-of-trade variables, lagged values of the other variables 
aside from inflation, and dummy variables for prior coloillal status (which have 
substantial explanatory power for inflation). The earliest value available for the 
rule-of-law index (for 1982 or 1985) is included as an instrument for the first taro 
equations, and the 1985 value is included for the third equation. Standard errors 
are shown in parentheses. The R2 values apply to each period separately. 
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Figure 1. Scatter of growth rate against GDP level. 
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These coefficients imply the partial relation between the growth 
rate and log(GDP) as shown in Figure 2 . q h i s  relation is negative 
overall but is not linear. For the poorest countries in the sample, the 
margnal effect of log(GDP) on the growth rate is small and may 
even be positive. The estimated regression coefficients for log(GDP) 
and its square imply a positive margnal effect for a per capita GDP 
level below USD 670 (in 1983 prices). This situation applies mainly to 
some countries in sub-Saharan Africa-the largest implied positive 
effect of log(GDP) is 0.016 for Ethiopia in the 1965-75 period. This 
number means that, for Ethiopia in 1965, a rise in per capita GDP by 
10°h would raise the growth rate by about 0.2% per year. 

4 The vasiable plotted on the vertical axis is the growth-rate net of the estimated 
effect of all explanatory vasiables aside from log(GDP) and its square. The d u e  
plotted was also normalised to make its mean value zero. 

245 
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Figure 2. GroMh rate versus GDB level 
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For the richest countries, the partial effect of log(GDP) on the 
growth rate is strongly negative at the margn. The largest magnitude 
(corresponding to the highest value of per caplta GDP) is for Lux- 
embourg in 1995-the GDP value of LSD 19794 implles a margnal 
effect of -0.064 on the growth rate. The US 111 1995 has the next larg- 
est GDI' ~ a l u e  (LSD 18951) and also has an estimated margnal ef- 
fect on GDP of -0.064. These d u e s  mean that an increase in per 
caplta GDP by 10% implies a decrease in the growth rate on impact 
by 0.6% per year. But h~gher levels of GDP tend to be associated 
t\-ith levels of other explanatory variables (such as more schoohng, 
lower fertility, and better maintenance of the rule of law) that have 
offsetting implications for growth. 

Overall, the cross-countq evidence shows no pattern of absolute 
convergence-whereby poor countries tend systemdtically to grow 
faster than rich ones-but prorides strong evidence of conditional 
convergence. That is, except possibly at extremelj lon- per capita 
product le1-els, a poorer country tends to grow faster for given values 
of the policy and other explanatory variables. The pattern of absolute 
con1 ergence does not appear because poor countries systemattcally 
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have less favourable values of the determining variables other than 
log(GDP). 

In the panel for the investment ratio in Table 1, the pattern of es- 
timated coefficients on log(6DP) is also positive on the linear term 
and negative on the square. These values imply a hump-shaped rela- 
tion between the investment ratio and the starting level of GDP- 
the relation is positive for per capita GDP below LSD 5100 and then 
becomes negative. 

2. Gove?rzme?zd consu~ption. The ratio of government consumption to 
GDP is intended to measure a set of public outlays that do not di- 
rectly enhance an economy's productivity.' In interpreting the esti- 
mated effect on growth, it is important to note that measures of 
taxation are not being held constant. This omission reflects data 
problems in constructing accurate representations for various tax 
rates, such as marginal rates on labour and capital income, and so on. 
Because the tax side has not been held constant, the effect of a 
higher government consumption ratio on growth involves partly a 
direct impact and partly an indirect effect that involves the required 
increase in overall public re\-enues. 

Table 1 indicates that the government consumption-ratio effect, 
G/Y, on growth is significantly negative. The coefficient estimate 
implies that an increase in G/Y by 10 percentage points would re- 
duce the growth rate on impact by 1 . 5 O i 0  per year. Figure 3 shows the 
partial relation between the growth rate and G/Y. 

The system contains as an explanatory variable the average ratio of government 
consumption to GDP over the period in which growth is measured. But the esti- 
mation uses a set of instnunental vallables that contains pilor ratios of government 
consumption to GDP but not the contemporaneous ratios. The standard interna- 
tional accounts include most public outlays for education and defence as gorein- 
ment consumption, although these types of expenditures car1 reasonably be re- 
garded as primarily investment. These two categories n-ere deleted from t l~e  meas- 
ure of government consumption used here. If considered separately, the ratio of 
public spending on education to GDP has a positive, but statistically insignificant, 
effect on ecoriomic growth. The ratio of defence outlays to GDP has roughly a 
zero relation with economic growth. 
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Figure 3. Growth rate versus government consumption 
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Table 1 indicates that the government consumption ratio has a 
significantly negative effect on the investment ratio. An increase in 
G/Y by 10 percentage points is estimated to lower the investment 
ratio by nearly three percentage points. This result suggests that de- 
pressing investment is one way in which more non-productive public 
spending lowers grourth. But because the investment ratio is held 
constant in the Table 1 growth-rate panel, the estimated negative 
G/Y effect on growth applies for a given investment quantity. The 
depressing G/Y effect on the investment ratio reinforces this influ- 
ence. 

3. The mle f l aw .  Adany analysts believe that secure property rights 
and a strong legal system are central for investment and other aspects 
of economic activity. The empirical challenge has been to measure 
these concepts in a reliable way across countries and over time. 
Probably the best indicators available come from international con- 
sulting firms that advise clients on the attractiveness of courltries as 
places for investments. These investors are concerned about institu- 
tional matters, such as the prevalence of law and order, the capacity 
of the legal system to enforce contracts, the efficiency of the bu- 
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reaucracy, the likelihood of government expropriation, and the extent 
of official corruption. Several consulting companies, including Politi- 
cal E s k  Services (PRS in International County Rzsk Guide) assessed 
these kinds of facts.' This source is especially useful because it cosers 
more than 100 countries since the early 1980s. Although the data are 
subjective, they have the virtue of being prepared contemporaneously 
by local experts. Moreol-er, customers' willingness to pay substantial 
fees for this information perhaps testifies to their validity. 

Among the various indicators available, the index for overall mle- 
of-law maintenance (also called law and order tradition) turns out to 
have the most explanatory power for economic growth and invest- 
ment. PRS initially measured this index (in seven categories on a zero 
to six scale, with six the most favourable). The index has been con- 
verted here to a zero-to-one scale, with zero indicating the poorest 
maintenance of the rule of law and one the best. 

To understand the scale, note that the US and most OECD 
countries (not counting Mexico and Turkey) had values of 1.0 for the 
rule-of-law index in recent years. Rut Belgum, France, Greece, Por- 
tugal, and Spain were downgraded from 1.0 in 1996 to 0.83 in 1997. 
Also rated at 1.0 in 1997 were Hungary, Ihwait, AIalta, hlorocco, and 
Singapore. (Hong I<ong was downgraded upon its return to China 
from 1.0 in 1996 to 0.83 in 1997.) 

No country had a rating of 0.0 for the rule of law in 1997, but 
countries rated at 0.0 in some earlier years included Ethiopia, Guy- 
ana, Haiti, Sri L,anka, Yugoslavia, and Zaire. Countries rated at 0.5 in 
1997 included Algeria, Brazil, hlexico, Peru, Uruguay, South Africa, 
several other countries in sub-Saharan Africa, and much of Central 
America. 

The scatter diagram in Figure 4 indicates that, for given values of 
the other explanatory variables, increased rule-of-la\\- maintenance 
has a positive and statistically significant effect on the economic 
growth rate.%n improvement by one categoq- among the seven 

I(nack and I<eefer (1995) introduced these data to economists. Two other con- 
sulting services that construct these types of data are Business Environmental Risk 
Intelligence (BERI) and Business International (now a part of the Economist In- 
telligence unit). 
3The variable shown on the horizontal axis is the earliest observation available for 
each country for the first two equations-in most cases 1982 and, in a few cases, 
1985. For the third equation, the average value of the mle-of-lam- index for 1985- 
94 is used. Since the data on the rule-of-law index begn only in 1982 or 1985, later 
values of this variable are allowed to influellce earlier values of economic growth 
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used by PRS (that is, an increase in the zero-to-one index by 0.17) is 
estimated to raise the growth rate on impact by 0.3% per year. 

Figure 4. GroMlah rate versus rule of law. 
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The results from the Table 1 investment panel show that the rule- 
of-la\v index also has a significantly positive effect on the ratio of in- 
vestment to GDP. An improvement by one category In the underly- 
ing rule-of-law indicator is estimated to raise the Investment ratio by 
about 1.1 percentage points. The stimulus to investment is one waj 
that better rule-of-law maintenance would encourage growth. But 
because the Investment ratio is held constant in the Table 1 growth 
panel, the estimated posltive effect of the rule-of-law indicator on 

and investment in the 1965-73 and 1975-85 periods. (For the third equation, the 
instrument list includes the mle-of-law value for 1983 but not for later years.) The 
idea here is that institutions that govern the rule of law tend to persist over time, 
so that the observations for 1982 or 1985 are probably good proxies for the values 
prevailing earlier. The significantlj- positive effects of the iule-of-law index on 
economic growth and investment still emerge if die sample is limited to the growth 
observations that applied after the early 1980s. 
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growth applies for a given investment quantity. The stimulative effect 
on the investment ratio reinforces this influence. 
4, Demouaq. Another strand of research on the role of institutions 

has focused on democracy, specifically on the strength of electoral 
rights and civil liberties. In this case, the theoretical effects on in- 
vestment and growth are ambiguous. One effect, characteristic of 
systems of one-person/one-T-ote majority voting, involves the pres- 
sure to enact redistributions of income from rich to poor. These re- 
distributions may involve land reforms and social-welfare programs. 
Although the direct effects on income distribution may be desirable 
(because they are equalising), these programs tend to compromise 
property rights and reduce work and investment incentives. One kind 
of disincentil-e involves transfers gven to poor people. Because the 
amount recei~-ed typically falls as the person earns more income, the 
recipient is motil-ated to remain on welfare or othenx-ise disengage 
from productive activity. The other adverse effect involves income 
taxes or other levies that are needed to pay for transfers. An increase 
in these taxes encourages the non-poor to work and invest less. 

One offsetting effect is that an evening of income distribution 
may reduce the tendency for social unrest. Specificallv, transfers to 
the poor may reduce incentives to engage in criminal activity, includ- 
ing riots and revolutions.' Because social unrest reduces incentil-es to 
work and in\-est, some amount of publicly organised income redistri- 
bution may contribute to overall economic activity. Rut even a dic- 
tator would be willing to engage in transfers to the extent that the 
decrease in social unrest was worth the cost of the transfers. So the 
main point is that democracy will tend to generate "excessive" trans- 
fers purely from the standpoint of m ~ ~ i m i s i n g  the economy's total 
output. 

,ilthough democracy has its down side, one cannot conclude that 
autocracy provides ideal economic incentives. One problem with 
dictators is that they have the power and, hence, the inclination to 
steal the nation's wealth. More specifically, an autocrat may find it 
difficult to convince people that their property will not be confis- 
cated once investments are made. This convincing can sometimes be 
accomplished through reputation-that is, from a history of good 
bel~a~iour-but also by relaxing to some degree the hold on power. 

Data are available across countiles on numbers of revolutions, nots, and so on. 
Rut  once die rule-of-lax- index is  held constant, these measures of social unrest 
turn out to lack sigiificant explanatoq pon er for growth a id  inrest~nent. 
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In this respect, an expansion of democracj;-viewed as a mechanism 
for checking the central authority's power-may enhance property 
rights and thereby encourage economic activity. From this perspec- 
tive, democracy would encompass electoral rights and civil liberties 
that allow for freedom of expression, assembly, and so on. 

Several researchers have provided quantitative measures of de- 
mocracy. In an overview study, Alex Inkeles (1991, p. x) finds a: 

high degree of agreement produced by the classification of na- 
tions as democratic or not, even when democracy is measured 
in somewhat different ways by different analysts. 

Gastil (1982-83 and other years) and his followers at Freedom House 
provide one of the most useful measures (because since 1972, it is 
annually and consistently available for almost all countries). This 
source provides separate indexes for electoral rights and civil liberties. 
The Freedom House concept of electoral rights uses this basic defi- 
nition: 

Political rights are rights to participate meaningfully in the po- 
litical process. In a democracy this means the right of all adults 
to vote and compete for public office, and for elected repre- 
sentatives to have a decisive vote on public policies (Gastil, 
1986-87 edition, p. 7). 

Besides the basic definition, the classification scheme rates countries 
(somewhat impressionistically) as less democratic if minority parties 
ha\-e little influence on policy. 

Freedom House applies the concept of electoral rights on a sub- 
jective basis to classify countries annually into seven categories, where 
group one is the highest level of rights and group seven is the lowest. 
Gastil and his associates and followers created this classification 
based on an array of published and unpublished information about 
each country. The orignal ranking from one to seven was converted 
here to a scale from zero to one, where zero corresponds to the few- 
est rights (Freedom House rank seven) and one to the most rights 
(Freedom House rank one). The scale from zero to one corresponds 
to a Kenneth Bollen (1990) classification for 1960 and 1965. The 
Bollen index differs mainly in that its concept of democracy goes be- 
yond electoral rights. 
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To fix ideas on the meaning of the zero-to-one subjective scale, 
note first that the US and most other OECD countries in recent 
years received the value 1.0, thereby being designated as full repre- 
sentative democracies. Dictatorships that received the value 0.0 in 
1996 included China, Indonesia, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and several 
countries in sub-Saharan Africa. Places that were rated in 1996 at 
0.5-halfbay along beisveen dictatorship and democracj~-included 
Colombia, Ethiopia, Haiti, Jordan, R~Ialaysia, Mexico, Nicaragua, Paki- 
stan, Paraguay, Peru, Senegal, Singapore, Turkey, and Uganda. 

The Freedom House index of civil liberties is constructed in a 
similar way. The definition here is: 

. . . civil liberties are rights to free expression, to organise or 
demonstrate, as well as rights to a degree of autonomy such as 
is provided by freedom of religion, education, trarel, and other 
personal rights (Gastil, 1986-87 edition, p. 7). 

In practice, the civil liberties indicator is extremely highly correlated 
with that for electoral rights. So for practical purposes, it makes little 
difference in the analysis of growth and investment whether one uses 
the index for electoral rights or the one for civil liberties. The empiri- 
cal work discussed here uses the index of electoral rights and some- 
times refers to this indicator as simply a measure of democracy. 

With the other independent variables in Table 1 held constant, the 
overall relation between the growth rate and the democracy index 
turns out to be close to zero. The Table 1 results suggest a non-linear 
relationship-positive on the democracy level and negative on the 
square of democracy. But because a Wald test for the joint signifi- 
cance of the two democracy variables has a p-value of 0.18, the sta- 
tistical support for this relationship is weak. 

The fitted relation between growth and democracy is shown in 
Figure 5. the Wald test suggested, the overall relation between 
growth and democracy is weak. In particular, there are examples of 
dictatorships (values of electoral rights near zero) with high and low 
rates of growth and similarly for democracies (values of democracy 
near one). Analogous findings apply to the democracy effect on the 
investment ratio, as shown in Table 1. 
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Figure 5. Growah rate versus democracy. 
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Do not interpret the results to mean that dictatorship is desirable 
from an economic-performance standpoint. There are examples of 
autocrats (such as Pinochet in Chile, Fujimori in Peru, the Shah in 
Iran, and Lee and several others in East -Asia) who produced good 
growth outcomes. But other examples exist (including Marcos in the 
Philippines, Mao in China, Mobutu and numerous other despots in 
-Africa, and many others in South America and eastern Europe) who 
delivered poor growth outcomes. Thus, the findings also do not sup- 
port the oft-mentioned idea that democracy is necessary for growth. 

5. The inyation rate. Table 1 shows a significantly negative inflation 
effect (based on consumer price indexes) on the economic-growth 
rate.' The estimated coefficient implies that an increase in the average 

1 Due to concern about reverse causation (lo~xrer growth causing higher inflation), 
the panel estimation in Table 1 does not contain contemporaneous or lagged infla- 
tion values or money growth in the instrument set. Rather, the system includes 
dummy variables for prior colonial history as instruments. These dummy variables 
have substantial predictive content for illflation. (An attempt to use central-bank 
independence as an instsument failed because this variable turned out to lack pre- 
dictive content for inflation.) The estimated coefficient on the inflation rate has a 
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inflation rate by 10% per year would lower the growth rate on impact 
by 0.4' o per year. 

Ftgure 6 shows the partial relatton between growth and inflation. 
In figure 6a, which includes the full range of inflation, the estimated 
tnflation effect is significantly negatlr e. But the observations of ex- 
treme tnflation appear to drtr-e the relation. (note  that 1.0 on the 
horizontal axis stgnifies inflation at the continuously compounded 
rate of 100% per year.) 

Figure 6a. GroMh rate versus inflation rate. 
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Figure 6b shows that the growth and inflation relationship is only 
weakly negative (and not statistically significant) if one considers only 
moderate inflation, up to rates of 20% per year. Figure 6c shows that 
a negative relationship applies for higher inflation rates. Despite these 
apparent differences in inflation effects at low and high levels, a Wald 
test accepts the hypothesis that the inflation effect on growth in the 
low inflation range (6b) is the same as that in the high range (6c). So 
there is no indication in the data over any range of a positive 

smaller magnitude but is still significantly negative if lagged inflabon is included 
with the instruments. 
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Figure 6b. Growth and inflation relationship weakly negative. 
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inflation effect on growth. That is, for growth averaged over 10 years, 
there is no sign that an economy must accept more inflation to 
achieve better real outcomes. 

Table 1 shows that inflation also has a negative effect on the in- 
vestment ratio. This depressing effect on investment would reinforce 
the direct negative effect on growth that was already discussed. 

6. Edzication. Governments typically have strong direct involve- 
ment in the financing and provision of schooling at various levels. 
Hence, public policies in these areas have major effects on a coun- 
try's human-capital accumulation. One measure of this schooling 
capital is the average years of attainment, as constructed by Barro and 
Lee (1997). These data are classified by sex and age (for persons ages 
15 and above and ages 25 and above) and by levels of education (no 
school, partial and complete primary, partial and complete secondary, 
and partial and complete higher). 

In growth-accounting exercises, the growth rate would be related 
to the change in human capital (say, the change in years of schooling) 
over the sample period. But my approach is to think of changes in 
capital inputs, including human capital, as jointly determined with 
economic growth. These variables all depend on (hopefully exoge- 
nous) policy variables and national characteristics and on initial values 
of state variables, including stocks of human and physical capital. 

For a given initial per capita GDP level, a higher initial stock of 
human capital signifies a higher ratio of human to physical capital. 
This higher ratio tends to generate higher economic growth through 
at least two channels. First, more human capital facilitates the ab- 
sorption of superior technologies from leading countries. This chan- 
nel is likely to be especially important for schooling at the secondary 
and higher levels. Second, human capital tends to be more difficult to 
adjust than physical capital. So a country that starts with a high ratio 
of human to physical capital-such as in the aftermath of a war that 
destroys primarily physical capital-tends to grow rapidly by adjust- 
ing upward the quantity of physical capital. 

Table 1 shows that the average years of school attainment at the 
secondary and higher levels, for males ages 25 and above, has a posi- 
tive and significant effect on the subsequent economic-growth rate.' 
The estimated coefficient implies than an additional year of schooling 
raises the growth rate on impact by 0.7% per year. -As already men- 

1 The results are basically the same if the years of attainment apply to persons ages 
15 and above. 
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tioned, one interpretation of this effect is that a work force educated 
at the secondary and higher levels facilitates the absorption of tech- 
nologies from more advanced foreign countries. 

Female schooling at the secondary and higher levels turns out not 
to have significant explanatoq- power for growth-if this variable is 
added to the growth panel, its estimated coefficient is -0.0044 
(s.e.=0.0040). But note that female education has a strong negative 
effect on fertility rates, and the fertility variable is already held con- 
stant in the growth panel. If fertility is not held constant, then female 
schooling appears somewhat more important for growth (yith a co- 
efficient that is roughly zero, rather than negative). One possible ex- 
planation for the weak role of female schooling in the growth panel is 
that many countries follow discriminatory practices that prevent the 
efficient exploitation of females in the formal labour market. Given 
these practices, it is not surprising that more resources devoted to 
female education would not show up as enhanced growth. 

Years of attainment of males or females at the primary level turn 
out to be insignificant for growth. The special importance of 
schooling at the secondary and higher levels supports the idea that 
education affects growth particularly by facilitating the absorption of 
new technologies, which are likely to be complementary with labour 
educated to these higher levels. But primary schooling is critical as a 
prerequisite for secondary schooling. 

Table 1 indicates that years of schooling (for males at the secon- 
dary and higher levels) are insignificantly related to the investment 
ratio. Hence, the linkage between human capital and growth does not 
involve an expansion in the intensity of physical capital. This result is 
inconsistent with the effects mentioned before involving the ratio of 
human to physical capital. 

Many researchers argue that the schooling quality is more impor- 
tant than the quantity, measured, for example, by years of attainment. 
Barro and Lee (1797) discuss the available cross-country aggregate 
measures of education quality. Hanushek and IGm (1995) find that 
scores on international examinations-an indicator of schooling- 
capital quality-matters more than years of attainment for subse- 
quent economic growth. My preliminary results support this finding. 

Information on test scores (science, reading, and mathematics) is 
available for 51 countries in my sample. One drawback of these data, 
however, is that the observations apply to different years and are 
most plentiful in the 1770s. In any event, the available data were used 
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to construct a single cross-section of test scores for the 51 countries. 
If this variable is added to the panel system for growth, then the es- 
timated coefficient on the test-score variable is highly significant- 
0.101 (s.e.=0.027).' The male secondary and higher schooling variable 
remains significant, but the estimated coefficient falls by about one- 
half from the value shown in Table 1 t h e  estimate is now 0.0035 
(s.e.=0.0013). So there is a suggestion that the quality and quantity of 
schooling both matter for growth; see also Figure 7, which applies 
when the test scores variable is omitted from the system. 

The results just described result if the cross-sectional test-score 
variable is included in the instrument list for each time period. One 
problem with this procedure is that Later values of test scores are al- 
lowed, in some cases, to influence prior values of growth rates. But 
the results are nearly the same if the instrument list omits the test- 
score variable and includes instead only prior values of variables that 
have predictive content for test scores. 

Figure 7. Growth rate versus schooling. 
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This system has 40 obsen~ations for 1965-75, 43 for 1975-85, and 43 for 1985- 
95. There is some indication that science test scores have the most explanaton7 
power for growth, although it is difficult to separate this variable statisticatly from 
mathematics scores. For g i e n  science scores, reading scores have roughly a zero 
relation with economic growth. 
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These variables are the total years of schooling of the adult popu- 
lation (a proxy for parents' education) and pupil-teacher ratios at the 
primary and secondary levels. Results are also similar if prior values of 
school dropout rates, which are inversely related to test scores, are 
added as instruments. 

7. Fe&ility rate. Table 1 shows that economic growth is significantly 
negatively related to the total fertility rate. So the choice to have 
more children per adult-and hence, in the long run to have a higher 
rate of population growth-comes at the expense of growth in out- 
put per person. Note that this relation applies when variables such as 
per capita GDP and education are held constant. These variables are 
substantially negatively related to the fertility rate. Thus, the estimated 
coefficient on the fertility variable likely isolates differing underlying 
preferences across countries on family size, rather than effects related 
to the economic-development level. Figure 8 shows the partial rela- 
tion between the growth rate and the fertility rate. 

Figure 8. Growth rate versus fertility rate. 
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Table 1 also reveals a significant negative relation between the in- 
vestment ratio and the fertility rate. This relation can be interpreted 
as an indication that numbers of children is a form of saving that is a 
substitute for other types of saving (which support physical incest- 
ment). The negatil-e fertility-rate effect on the investment ratio rein- 
forces the direct, inverse, fertility effect on growth. 

8. Inxstment ratio. Table 1 shows that the growth rate depends 
positively on the investment ratio. This effect applies for p e n  values 
of policy and other variables, as already discussed, which affect the 
investment ratio. For example, an improvement in the rule of law 
raises investment and also raises growth for a gven amount of in- 
vestment. Thus, the estimated coefficient of the investment ratio in 
the growth panel-0.059 (s.e.=0.022)-is interpretable as an effect 
from a greater propensity to invest for given values of the policy and 
other variables. For example, the effect would relate to the invest- 
ment ratio being higher because of a greater propensity to save 
(which would affect domestic investment to the extent that an econ- 
omy is not fully open) or because of some unmeasured policies that 
influence investment. Recall also that the instrument list for the esti- 
mation includes earlier values of the investment ratio but not values 
that are contemporaneous with the growth rate. So there is some rea- 
son to believe that the estimated relation reflects effects of greater 
investment on the growth rate, rather than a reverse effect from 
higher growth (and the accompanying better investment opportuni- 
ties) on the investment ratio. 

Figure 9 shows the partial relation between the growth rate and 
the investment ratio. The implied effect-with an estimated coeffi- 
cient of 0.059 in Table 1-suggests that an economy's real return rate 
to investment is reasonable but not astronomical. 

9. The terms ftrade. Table 1 indicates that improvements in the 
terms of trade (a higher growth rate of the ratio of export prices to 
import prices) enhance economic growth, but are insignificantly re- 
lated to the investment ratio. The measurement of growth rates in 
terms of changes in real GDP means that this relation is not a me- 
chanical one. That is, if employment and production patterns are un- 
changed, then an improvement in the terms of trade would raise real 
income and probably real consumption but would have a zero effect 
on real GDP. The positive impact of an improvement in the terms of 
trade on real GDP therefore reflects increases in factor employments 
or productivity. 
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Figure 9. Grovvth rate versus investment. 
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2.3. Growth-rate forecasts 

The system estimated over the 1965-95 period can be adapted to 
generate growth forecasts for the period after 1995. These forecasts 
are based on the latest available observations on the variables that 
have been discussed. For most countries and variables, the data are 
for 1996. The figures on schooling, government consumption, and 
investment are for the early 1990s. In most cases (aside from the 
growth rate of the terms of trade), the historical relationships indicate 
that these latest observations on the explanatory variables would have 
substantial predictive power for the sample averages of these vari- 
ables over the 1996-2006 forecast period. 

The growth-rate panel discussed in Table 1 was reestimated (by 
the seemingly unrelated method) using only prior values of the re- 
gressors. For example, for 1965-75, this system has as explanatory 
variables log(GDP) and its square for 1965, the government con- 
sumption ratio for 1960-64, the earliest available value for the rule-of- 
law variable (for 1982 or 1985), democracy and its square in 1965, 
inflation for 1960-65, schooling in 1965, fertility in 1965, and the in- 
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vestment ratio for 1960-64. Table 2 shows the predicted per capita 
growth-rate values for 1996-2006, generated h o m  this system for the 
88 countries with the necessary data.3 It also shows actual growth 
rates from 1960 to 1995. 

Table 2. Growh-rate forecasts. 

Country Growah forecast, Gromh rate, 

3 The constant term used here is die one that applies to the 1985-95 period. For 
China, Hunga~y, and Poland, rough estimates were used for the government con- 
sumption ratio. 
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Country 

Table 2. continued.. 

Growth forecast, Growth rate, 
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Table 2. continued.. 

Country Growth forecast, Growth rate, 
1996-2006 1960-95 

Norway -0.01 6 0.032 
Poland 

Arotes: "1970-95. The growth rate is the annual value for per capita real GDP. The 
forecasted value for 1996-2006 comes from the framework described in the text. 
The explanatory variables used for most countries are the 1996 value of GDP, 
1990 values of school attainment, 1992 value of the government consumption 
ratio, 1997 value of rule of law, 1996 value of democracy, 1996 value of fertility, 
1996-97 value of inflation, and 1992 value of the investment ratio. Earlier values 
were used in some cases when the later data were unavailable. The numbers shown 
in parentheses indicate the highest 10 values in each column. 

For all 110 countrtes with the data on GDP, the average growth 
rate of per capita GDP from 1960 to 1995 was 1.8% per year. Some 
regonal average growth rates were 4.3% for 11 east Asian countries, 
2.6'/0 for 24 OECD countries, 1.2'10 for 24 Latin American countries, 
and 0.7% for 37 sub-Saharan African countrtes. 

The group of high-growing countries mas, as is well known, domi- 
nated by east Astan countries-South Korea first at 6.6%, Taiwan 
second at 6.1°/~, Hong I<ong third at 5.9'10, Singapore fourth at 5.6'10, 
Thailand seventh at 4.8%, Japan eighth at 4.7%, and Malaysia ninth at 
4.5%. The other countries in the top-10 list were Malta (fifth at 
5.3'/0), Botswana (sixth at 5.3%), and Cyprus (tenth at 4.-C0/o). 

For the forecasts of growth from 1996 to 2006, the average value 
for 88 countries with the necessary data is 1.6% per year.4 Regonal 
averages are 2.7'h for 11 east Asian countries, 0.8% for 23 OECD 
countries, 2.6'10 for 22 Latin American countries, and 0.1% for 18 
sub-Saharan Afrtcan countries. The reduction tn projected perform- 

4 Note that the constant term IS, by assumption, the one applj-ing for the 1985-95 
period. 
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ance for the east Asian and OECD countries-compared with actual 
growth rates from 1960 to 1995-reflects especially the workings of 
the convergence force. These places are now pretty rich on average, 
even in comparison with years of schooling and the values of the 
other independent variables. The projected increase of growth in 
Latin America particularly reflects improvements in policy variables, 
including reduced inflation and better maintenance of the rule of law. 

In the list of projected high growers, east Asian countries are 
much less prominent than before-the only ones appearing on the 
top-10 list are China (first at 5.3%) and South Korea (third at 4.2%). 
The transition economies of Poland (sixth at 4.1%) and Hungary 
(tenth at 3.9%) are on the list, and other formerly non-market 
economies would likely be present if data were available. The other 
high-growth forecasts are mixed geographically, including Sri Lanka, 
Trinidad, Dominican Republic, Greece (the only OECD representa- 
tive), Peru, and Guyana. 

One way to understand the pattern of forecasts is to break down 
the growth prediction (expressed as a deviation from the sample 
mean) into contributions from each of the explanatory variables. 
These variables, each expressed as deviations from their respective 
sample means, are log(GDP) and its square, the government con- 
sumption ratio, the rule of law, democracy and its square, the infla- 
tion rate, years of schooling, the fertility rate, and the investment ra- 
tio. For instance, a relatively high value of log(GDP) contributes a 
negative amount to the growth prediction. This effect is the condi- 
tional-convergence force. Relatively good policy-variable values-low 
government consumption, high rule of law, and low inflation-con- 
tribute positively to the growth forecast. Similarly, the growth contri- 
bution is positive for high years of schooling, low fertility, and high 
investment. The democracy variable has a non-linear effect, but the 
overall magnitudes here are small. Table 3 shotvs the values of the 
contributions for the explanatory variables that turned out to be 
most important-log(GDP) and its square, schooling, government 
consumption, the rule of law, and the fertility rate. 
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Table 3. Contributions to gromh-rate predictions. 
Country Predicted Log(GDP) Schooling Govt. con. Rule-of-law Fertility 

growth rate contribu- contribu- contribu- contribu- csntribu- 

Note: The predicted growth rate for 1996-2006 is expressed as a deviation from the 
sample mean (which was 0.016). The other columns show the contribution to the 
growth-rate prediction from the indicated independent variable. The contribution 
equals the respective coefficient estimate multiplied by the value of the independ- 
ent variable (expressed as a deviation from the sample mean). 
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Table 3. continued ... 
Country Predicted Log(GDP) Schooling Govt. con. Rule of law Fertility 

growth rate contribu- contribu- contribu- contribu- contribu- 
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As an example, for the US, the extremely high value of log(GDP) 
contributes -0.064 to the growth forecast because of the large con- 
Yergence effect. But this negative contribution is offset by positive 
effects from high years of schooling (0.034), low government con- 
sumption (0.013), strong rule of law (0.006), and low fertility (0.008). 
So the US per capita growth-rate forecast of 0.011 is only 0.005 be- 
low the sample mean of 0.016. For some other OECD countries 
(Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Iceland, Norway, and Swe- 
den), the offset to the negative convergence force is not as great, and 
the forecasted per capita growth rates are zero or negative. For a 
transition economy such as China, the contribution from log(GDP) 
is positive (0.024), and the reasonably good values of the other ex- 
planatory variables reinforce this effect. 

One way to assess the likely reliability of the growth projections is 
to use the data up to 1985 to make forecasts for 1985-95. These 
within-sample projections can be compared with observed growth 
rates for this 10-year period. To perform this procedure, the growth- 
rate panel was reestimated over the two periods 1965-75 and 1975-85, 
that is, the period 1985-95 was excluded from this system. As with 
the projections discussed before, the equations included only prior 
d u e s  of the regressors. The resulting coefficient estimates (from the 
seemingly unrelated technique) turn out to be basically similar to 
those generated from the three-period panel.5 

Table 4 shows the resulting projections of growth rates for 1985- 
95 along with the actual values. For the 88 countries that have data 
on projected and actual values, the correlation is 0.56, corresponding 
to a prediction R2 of 0.31. In contrast, the R2 value for the 1985-95 
period is 0.46 in the three-period estimation based only on lagged 
variables."his better fit emerges because the obsen-ations for 1985- 

5 But a Wald test of equality for the coefficients of all 10 explanatory variables (not 
including the constant term) for the first two periods versus the third period has a 
p-value for rejection of only 0.003. 
6 The fit TX-ould also be expected to improre with knowledge of the contempora- 
neous values of the regressors, rather than just the lagged values. But the R2 value 
for 1985-93 in the system in Table 1 tliat includes contemporaneous values of the 
independent variables is oilly 0.42. This result is not precisely comparable to those 
from the systems with lagged vaiiables, u-hich were estimated by the seemingly 
unrelated technique, because the system in Table 1 was estimated by instmmental 
variables. If this spstem is estimated by the seemingly unrelated method, then the 
R2 value for the third period is 0.16. If the spstem is fit by ordinary least squares, 
then the value is 0.49. 
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Country 
Alneria 

Table 4. Growth rates for 1985-95. 

Liberia 
Malawi 

Note: The growth rate is for per capita GDP from 1985 to 1995. The predicted 
growth rate is the forecast based on data through 1985. 
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Table 4. continued ... 

Israel 0.026 0.007 
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Table 4. continued ... 

1995 were allowed to influence the estimation of the coefficients in 
the three-pertod setting. In any event, the conclusiorl is that the em- 
pirical growth framework has substantial predictive content for 
growth rates but that substantial prediction errors remain. 

2.4. Other policy influences on growth and investment 

I. Pgblic debt. The results described so far for traditional fiscal and 
monetary policy involve government consumption and inflation. The 
choice of public financing between current and future taxation (or, 
equivalently, between taxes and public borrowing) is often thought 
also to matter for economic growth. In a closed economy, the pre- 
dicted effect is that more public debt would depress national saving 
and lead thereby to lower growth. This effect would arise for past 
budget deficits, as reflected in current debt levels, and also for pro- 
spective future borrowing. In an open economy, foreign borrowing 
mitigates the predicted effects of public debt on domestic investment 
and growth. But the effects still apply to the extent that international 
capital markets are imperfect or that the home economy is large 
enough to matter for world aggregates. 

To  assess the effects of public debt on ecorlomic growth and in- 
vestment, I use a recently constructed data set on ratios of consoli- 
dated central government debt to GDP. The underlying data come 
from IMF publications and other country sources. The figures refer 
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to five-year averages over the 1960 to 1994 period and are available 
for a subset of the obsen-ations considered before. 

If the debt-GDP ratio is added to the system described in Table 1, 
then the estimated coefficient of this new variable is -0.0045 
(s.e.-0.0034).~ Hence, the effect is negative but not statistically sig- 
nificant. Recall, however, that this system holds constant the invest- 
ment ratio, and the usual view is that more public debt depresses 
growth by lowering investment. In the system for the investment ra- 
tio, the estimated coefficient of the debt-GDP ratio is 0.0077 
(s.e.=0.0100). Hence, there is no indication that more public debt 
depresses investment. 

From the standpoint of a supporter of Ricardian equivalence- 
whereby the choice between taxes and public debt does not matter 
for much-these cross-country results must be gratifying. But after 
so much effort mas expended in the construction of this new data set 
on government debt, it would have been nice to obtain stronger 
findings. At this point, the conclusion seems to be that ratios of pub- 
lic debt to GDP matter little for an economy's subsequent rates of 
economic growth and investment. 

2. Laboztr nzal-ket rest72;ctions. Labour market restrictions imposed by 
governments are often thought to underlie the slugash recent per- 
formance of many countries in western Europe. The public inter- 
ventions include mandated levels of wages and benefits, restrictions 
on labour turnover, and encouragement of co1lecti1-e bargaining. The 
assessment of the effects of these kinds of policies for a broad sam- 
ple of countries has been hindered by lack of good data. To get a 
rough idea of whether these sorts of restrictions matter a lot for 
growth, I used a rough proxy for the extent of these restrictions. 

The approach is based on the labour-standards conventions 
adopted by the International Labour Organisation (ILO).~ Once rati- 
fied by an indil-idual member state (which includes most countries 
other than Taiwan and Hong I<ong), a labour standard is supposed 
to be binding in terms of international law. Since its inception in 

7 The system includes the average ratio of debt to GDP over each period. The 
instrument lists include the average debt-GDP ratio over the five-year earlier pe- 
riod. For example, the 1965-75 growth-rate equation includes as an independent 
variable the average of the debt-GDP ratio from 1965 to 1975 and includes as an 
instrument the average of this ratio from 1960 to 1964. 
8 Rodrik (1996) used these measures. 
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1919, the ILO conference has adopted 174 con~entions.~ Many of 
these  pro^-isions are not very controversial, covering matters such as 
elimination of forced labour, freedom of association, and discrimina- 
tion. Others are more directly related to the kinds of labour market 
interventions that would hinder economic performance. 

For present purposes, I consider country ratifications of four of 
the ILO conventions that seem to relate closely to intervention into 
labour markets: 

Number Description Adopted in . . 
131 Minimum-wdge fixing 1970 
158 Restrictions on termination of employment 1982 
154 Promotion of collective bargaining 1981 
100 Equal pay for men and women 1931 

At one extreme, all four of these provisions had been ratified by 1994 
by Spain, Niger, and Zambia, whereas none had been ratified by the 
US, Botswana, Mauritius, South Africa, South Korea, Malaysia, Sin- 
gapore, Thailand, and a few other places. 

Although the adoption of an ILO convention likely -cvould not 
matter much directly for a countq7's labour market policy, the num- 
ber of these ratifications may nevertheless proxy for the govern- 
ment's general stance regarding intervention into labour markets. If 
the number of ratifications (at any date up to 1994) of the four con- 
ventions is added to the system in Table 1, then the estimated coeffi- 
cient of the ILO variable is -0.0059 (s.e.=0.0043) in the growth-rate 
system and 0.031 (s.e.=0.019) in the investment-ratio system.10 The 
point estimates suggest that more regulation lowers growth for gven 
investment but tends to raise investment. Because neither coefficient 
estimate is statistically significant, the best inference is probably that 
the ILO number is not a good prosy for the state of labour market 
regulation. So cross-country estimation of the effects of labour mar- 
ket regulation requires better data on these regulations. 

3. Other- polig inzuences on growth and investment. Other researchers 
have studied additional ways in which government policies affect 

"or descriptions of the main conventions, see International Labour Organisa~on 
(1990). Information on country ratifications is in International Labour Organisation 
(1995). 
10 These systems include the one ILO rariable in all three equations and all three 
instrument lists. 
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economic growth. Sachs and Warner (1995) focus on international 
openness, as reflected in tariff and non-tariff barriers, the black- 
market premium on foreign exchange, and subjective measures of 
open policies. The overall finding is that increased openness to inter- 
national trade promotes economic growth. In my research, I found 
that it is difficult to isolate these effects once the variables described 
earlier in this paper are held constant. M y  T-iew is that this difficulty 
reflects problems in measuring policies that influence international 
openness, not the lack of importance of this openness. 

King and L,evine (1993) analysed the development of domestic 
capital markets. They used various proxies for this development, in- 
cluding the extent of intermediation by commercial banks and other 
domestic financial institutions. The general finding is that the pres- 
ence of a more advanced domestic financial sector predicts higher 
economic growth. The main outstanding issue here is to disentangle 
the financial-development effect on growth from the reverse chan- 
nel. In particular, it is important for future research to isolate the ef- 
fects of government policies-for example, on regulation of domes- 
tic capital markets-on the state of financial development and hence 
on the rate of economic growth. 

Easterly and Rebelo (1993) examined aspects of public investment 
and also considered the nature of tax systems. One result is that pub- 
lic investment does not exhibit high rates of return overall. The main 
positive effects on economic growth showed up for investments in 
the transportation area. Regaiding tax systems, the findings were 
largely inconclusive because of the difficulties in measuring marginal 
tax rates on labour and capital incomes in a consistent, accurate way 
for a large sample of countries. An important priority for future re- 
search is better measurement of the nature of tax systems. 

3. Implications of the cross-country findings for the 
most advanced countries 

The cross-country evidence provides good and bad news for the 
growth prospects of the US and other advanced countries. The good 
nen-s is that the basic institutions and policies of these successful 
places are favourable in comparirorl with those of most other coun- 
tries. In particular, the legal systems and publtc bureaucracies func- 
tion reasonably well, markets and price systems are allowed to oper- 
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ate to a considerable extent, and high inflation is unusual. The popu- 
lation is also highly educated and rich. 

The bad news is that successful countries cannot grow rapidly by 
filling the vacuum of non-working public institutions or by absorbing 
the technologes and ideas that were developed elsewhere. Moreover, 
the levels of physical and human capital are high, and further accu- 
mulations are subject to diminishing returns. (Although test scores- 
and, hence, schooling quality-could no doubt be improved substan- 
tially in the US.) These considerations result in the relatively low 
growth forecasts for the most advanced countries in 1996-2006 that 
are shown in Tables 2 and 3-l.lO/o for the US, -0.2% for France and 
Germany, 0.1% for the UI<, 0.7% for Canada, and 0.0% for Sweden. 
Italy and Switzerland do somewhat better at 1.5% and 1.6%, respec- 
tively, and Japan is at 1.8% (well above its recent actual performance). 

Sustained growth in the leading countries depends on innovations 
that lead to new products and better methods of production, the 
factors stressed in the endogenous-growth theories. This kind of 
technologcal progress occurs, and the rate of progress is responsive 
to policies that shape the economic environment. But the empirical 
evidence suggests that feasible policies will not improre technology 
rapidly enough to raise the long-term per capita growth rate above 
the range of 1- 2% per year. In fact, maintaining this rate of advance 
will be a challenge in the long run. 
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